
                                                                                                                                                                                                                

STAFF AUGMENTATION SERVICES                                 

On-demand skilled IT resources 
 

 

 

 

Features 

 

 

  

Service Options  

Collotech’s Staff Augmentation  
Services offers a range of IT Roles  
in the areas related to Artificial  
Intelligence, Machine Learning and 
Intelligent Process Automation.  

One phone call or an e-mail is all it  
takes to start. 

Collotech practices customer centric staff augmentation approach, to stay abeam with 

technology disruptions, changing customer preferences and fundamental shifts in business 

landscape. We help you evolve and mobilize technology expertise to scale your business. 

 

▪ Flexible solutions that  
enable utilization of skilled  
technical resources on a  
monthly or annual basis. 

▪ Simple engagement for easy  
access to on-broad range of  
technical skills in AI, ML,  
Data Science and related  
technology expertise.  

▪ Cost-effective ways to  
supplement your existing IT  
staff.  

▪ Efficient reporting to provide  
clarity on resource usage  
and enable forecast of IT  
infrastructure support costs. 

 

 

In time Support 

Our staff augmentation services  

provide you with a privilege to not  

actually commit, but pre-define  

budgets on ad hoc resources  

scaling for enhancements you plan  

on. We take the load and let you  

focus on business.  

Collotech’s Staff Augmentation  

Service is a in time staffing service  

that allows access to a hub of  

specialised AI and Data Science  

skills, as you need them. 

Collotech Edge  

Our vast pool of skilled resources  

can be called upon when required,  

allowing your team to focus on  

strategic high value tasks. With a  

myriad of skills across AI and Data  

science technologies, you are  

assured that the right resources  

will be engaged to achieve desired  

goals of your projects.  

COIIOTECH becomes your  

‘extended technology team’ and  

eases the pressure on you to  

maintain good technical inhouse  

staff. 

Enabling your business with  
required skills  

To attain a lead in competitive and  
an everchanging market, you need  
to focus on core competencies  
while maintaining a dependable IT  
environment. Managing IT  
processes includes managing  
infrastructure and tools across  
platforms and organization which  
is a complex task.  

Most challenging jobs that emerge  
when looking for right skills are  
sourcing and maintaining.  
Whether your business is  
embarking on new projects or  
focusing on strategic business  
initiatives, having the capability  
and easy access the right skills,  
when and where required, is  
imperative. 
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Sample Job roles: 

 

 

 

 

 

Roles Description Experience Skills 

 

RPA Developers 

 
Design, develop and 
configure RPA Software 
Systems to meet the end-
to-end requirement 

 
L I – 1 to 2 years 
L II – 3 to 5 years 

 
Proficiency on Automation tools, such as 
Blue Prism, Automation Anywhere, 
UiPath or multiple RPA platforms 

RPA Architects 

 
Design, test, integrate, and 
program RPA systems to 
ensure that specific  
business problems are 
solved 

 

2 to 6 years 

 
Hands-on experience in at least one 
programming language such as ASP.NET, 
C#.NET, VB.NET or Java 
Strong conceptual, analytical, project 
and product management skills 

 

Orchestrator/Workflows/ 

UI, UX Designers 

 
Create visually delightful 
and easy-to-use digital 
products in a fast-paced 
environment 

 

2 to 4 years 

 
Experience in design tools such as 
Sketch, Adobe creative suite, InVision or 
similar tools & web technologies such as 
HTML/CSS 

Machine Learning Engineers 

 
Automate ML Processes 
and build models to work 
in a production 
environment 

 

2 to 5 years 

 
Proficiency in deep learning frameworks 
& NL. Solid programming background in 
Python, R, JAVA, C++. Knowledge on 
analytical tools such as Tableau, Power 
Bi, PyTorch etc. 

Data Scientists 

 
Build algorithms and 
models that help business 
solve multiple problems 
using Artificial Intelligence 
& Machine Learning  

 

2 to 6 years 

 
Proficient knowledge of maths, statistics 
and data optimization 
Experience in Python, R, JAVA, Pandas, 
SQL and tools like Jupyter notebooks 

Project Manager 

 
Oversees planning, 
implementation, and 
tracking of the projects. 
Manage stakeholder 
communications 
throughout the project. 

 

4 to 10 years 

 
Expertise in Agile and SCRUM 
methodologies with proficiency in 
project management tools like JIRA, MS 
projects etc. Experience in working with 
stakeholders both internal and external 

 

 
 

Complete control over your resourcing budgets  

A pre-defined job role catalogue and price charts are provided at the onset of Collotech’s Staff Augmentation Service  
enablement, allowing you to forecast and control your project’s budget.  

Once the engagement starts, we will send you a monthly activity report highlighting detailed resource usage to help  
you track and efficiently control your overall project costs. The contracts could be drawn annually to ensure most  
efficient outputs and results. 

For an experience of our services drop us a mail on info@collotech.com                                                
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